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Clarksville, TN

inspiring reasons for a fall roadtrip

Looking for a less crowded and more affordable destination that's sure to entertain the
entire family? Visit Clarksville, Tennessee -- only 45 minutes northwest of Nashville along
I-24, we're a convenient road trip that will create a lifetime of memories.
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Natural Beauty
Cumberland River scenes are
nothing short of breathtaking in the
fall. The RiverWalk meanders along
the rivers curves and bends and
connects directly to downtown via
the Upland Trail.
African American Legacy Trail
Follow this 19-point walking and
driving trail to historic sites such
as the Mount Olive Cemetery and
the Port Royal Benevolent Society.
Learn about Olympic Gold Medalist
Wilma Rudolph and others who
contributed significantly to the city’s
and nation’s history.
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Mountain Biking
Find your cycling thrill along one
of Clarksville’s designed mountain
biking trails. Rotary Park and North
Ford Mountain Bike Trail offer
exhilarating hills, jumps and tight
switchbacks.
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Historic Collinsville
This rural pioneer settlement is
spread over 40 expansive acres.
The 16 log structures are filled
with authentic furnishings from
1840-1890. Open weekends through
October, tours are self-guided.
Random benches and picnic tables
invite you to relax and appreciate
the timeless surroundings.
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Rural Scenic Drives
Tennessee’s fifth-largest city still
offers plenty of rural highways
and country back roads. Fields are
being harvested and tobacco barns
can still be found firing the crop
that made Clarksville one of the
wealthiest cities in the nation in the
mid-19th century.
Fall Brews
Clarksville’s 35-year-old winery,
7 craft breweries, distillery, and
meadery will all unveil new

seasonal offerings in time for
fall. Tennessee Valley Brewing’s
fall favorite Bastogne Brown is
a pecan nutbrown with a hint of
vanilla, and King’s Bluff Brewery’s
Clarktoberfest is the pinnacle of
their fall festivities.
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Trails & Hikes
Soak up the splendor of fall color
along the nine-mile Clarksville
Greenway. The paved trail is ideal
for walking, running, biking (bring
your equipment or rent on site), or
skating. Dunbar Cave State Park's
144 acres include hiking trails,
wildlife, and a fascinating visitor
center. Dogs are welcome too, just
make sure to keep them on a leash.
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Family Fun
The Customs House Museum, City
Forum, DEFY Air Trampoline Park
and Downtown Commons will help
make memories to last a lifetime.
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